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In this issue of Bridgewater Review we publish a selection ofpen-
and-ink drawings by Tim Longo ofWalpole, Massachusetts and
Brian Peters ofBridgewater, both students in drawing classes of
Steve Smalley, a Professor in the Department ofArt at Bridgewater
State College. Each drawing is identified by the name ofthe artist.
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On the Cover: 'Wiscasset Field." This pastel
by Teresa McCue, a 1980graduate ofBridge-
water State College with a degree in art, is
one ofher works featured in this edition of
Bridgewater Review. Wiscasset Field is one
ofthe pieces she did shortly after returning
from a workshop in San Miguel de Allende,
Mexico. She says "The colors there were
incredible... I have introduced some new
colors to my palate andfeel that my work is
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EDITORS NOTEBOOK
THE MORE THINGS CHANGE
D he publication date on this issue ofBridgewater Review is December, 1999,so this is the last edition of our journal
in the millennium. Somehow that state-
ment makes it sound like we've been
publishing for a thousand years rather
than a modest fifteen. But big-deal pro-
nouncements like that are only an acci-
dent of timing, just like your claim that
the jumbo bag of Fritos in your desk
drawer is the last you'll buy this millen-
nium. (We can all hope, can't we?) Do
not feel guilty about any desire you may
have to elevate everyday acts to the sta-
tus of millennial milestone. We all do it
at times like this. It's just our way of
pausing before we plunge into the next
phase of our lives so we can put into
perspective where we've just been.
Presumably, taking stock helps us make
better decisions about how to live out
the next thousand years. ("No more
Fritos for me, and no more Spanish
Inquisition neither, by gum!") So please
indulge me in a bit of stock-taking,
even if the pretext is thin and the
portent fat.
How can we get a grip on where
we've been? To begin with, I think I'll
drop the millennium scale. Europeans
seem pretty comfortable thinking in
terms ofevents that happened 1,000
years ago. What fun they'll have in
England and Scandinavia in 2066 cele-
brating the anniversary of the Norman
conquest. But we Americans have
much shorter memories. Even remem-
bering the last World Series won by
Boston strains our systems. (I won't
insult you with the date.) So, I'd like
to use a scale that makes sense to all
right-thinking Americans. Let's use
my lifetime.
1was born in 1946, and during the
approximately half-century since, the
following things have changed. In 1950
there were 152 million Americans and
at the turn of the century there are over
270 million. Those same figures trans-
lated into population density reveal that
in 1950 there were 43 Americans for
each square mile ofland, while now
there are 70. Too abstract for you? Then
translate the density figures into num-
ber ofhikers you meet on the way to
the top of Mount Leave-Me-AIone and
the lack of open lots in which your
kids can build a tree fort without the
adults knowing.
Speaking of children and adults, do
you think the age of the American pop-
ulation has gone up or down since
WWll? Well, in 1950 the median age in
the country was just over 30 while at the
turn of the century it is over 35 and
climbing fast. In 1950, about 12.5% of
the population was over the age of 65
and in 2,000 the figure is almost 35%.
(So, what's the deal with all the youth
culture rigamarole?)
Things cost more. In 1950 the aver-
age salary for a public school teacher
was $2,794 a year. A size "C" flashlight
battery cost 9 cents, a Coca-Cola was 5
cents and a tube of toothpaste was 43
cents. The purchasing power of a dollar
has gone down .Ifwe use the purchas-
ing power of a dollar in 1982 as the
standard (one dollar in 1982 buys one
dollar's-worth of goods and services),
then in 1950 a dollar bought $3.55
worth of goods and services while in
2,000 it buys 75 cents worth. Hmmm.
No wonder we need higher incomes.
And my mother tells me that in 1950
you could count on speaking to your
children every day, whereas in the year
2,000 they rarely call, even though they
have those fancy cell phones.
However, my mother also claims that
most things have not changed in fifty
years. For example, while it still hurts
to give birth to a baby, babies also still
smell great and can turn their grand-
parents' brains to farina with one
gummy smile. Books can still transport
a reader for longer periods of time and
more intensely than any film, television
program or computer game. Work is
work. And my dear, departed grand-
father's wisdom was as valuable in
1950 as it is now when he said that "It
is better to be rich and healthy than sick
and poor." Feel more secure now?
William C. Levin is Associate Editor of
the Bridgewater Review.
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Dr. Clifford Wood, recipient ofthe V James DiNardo Awardfor
excellence in teaching, gave the following address to the Bridgewater




D am very honored to have this opportunity to greet you,the Class of2003, or double-ought three, as I like to put it.I congratulate you on your choice of Bridgewater State
College. As an alumnus of Bridgewater, I am enormously
proud of this college, and it is my most sincere hope that
you will grow to love it as much as 1do.
Dean Jones, two years ago at one of those June orientation
sessions with parents, let it slip that for some ofyou
Bridgewater was not your first choice. That was two years
ago and I have scarcely recovered from the shock. Yet I know
what she said is true, for I had a young man in my Freshman
Seminar last year who declared that Bridgewater was his
safety school, but he was feeling better about it. By mid-
semester, he acknowledged that he "kinda" liked the place,
and thought he would stay. Then he confided in me that he
wanted to be an English major. The final blow came during
the career exploration unit when he announced that he
wanted to be an English teacher. I nearly broke out into "Give
Love a Chance." There you are! 1only tell you this to remind
you that it's not easy screwing up what might have been a
promising young career. Even if Bridgewater was not your
first choice, give us a chance and we will win your hearts.
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1am speaking to you today because, as Vice President
Lydecker mentioned, I am the recipient of the 1999 V. James
DiNardo Award. It is a great honor to have received this
award because (1) I know, respect, and love the man for
whom it is named, (2) because such outrageous compli-
ments have been showered upon me so extravagantly. 1
thought I'd have to die before I heard the like, and (3) the
award was accompanied by a very generous check from the
Alumni Association.
After I got word that I was to receive this award, I men-
tioned to one of my colleagues that I feared if 1lived long
enough the DiNardo Award would get around to me. "1
know," she said, sensitively touching my arm, "you're so
modest, it will be difficult hearing all those nice things said
about you:' 1looked around, thinking she must be talking to
someone else. "Hell, no. rlove compliments. I adore tllem.
rgrovel shamelessly for them." "What tllen?" asked my col-
league, growing less and less sensitive by the second. It's this
having to speak to the incoming freshman class. It's a set-up.
Take an aging member of tile faculty, a professional talker, in
mortal danger of becoming venerable, throw an award at him
to make him think he deserves to be listened to, might even
have something to say, and give that person an incarcerated
audience of700 freshmen filled with anxiety over what the
next few days and weeks have in store for them, and what
do you have? The perfect occasion for the dreaded few-
words-of-advice speech. You know the genre-filled with
roads-Iess-traveled-by metaphors, with their bumps, twists,
and hazards, lots of"when I was your age" references, and
polysyllabic words like perseverance, introspection, self
actualization and perspiration. rcan predict with a good deal
of certainty what is in store for you. Most ofyou will be born
again intellectually.
I can predict with agood deal ofcertainty
what is in store for you. Most ofyou will be
born again intellectually.
As enormously appealing as the prospect must be of my
sharing the wisdom of my years with you, I must disappoint
you. I don't ask for advice. I rarely take advice when offered,
and 1try very hard not to give it, even when asked. 1can
identify with Thoreau when he said, "I have lived some thirty
years on this planet, and 1have yet to hear the first syllable of
valuable or even earnest advice from my seniors." Although
I must confess that tI1e image ofall 700 ofyou on your knees,
hands upraised in supplication, begging me to share with
you my secrets oflong life and happiness appeals to my
fascination Witll tI1e ludicrous, notl1ing can make me give
up a single word ofadvice.
Instead, I would ask you to indulge me in anotl1er of
my many gifts. That is the gift of prophecy. From having
watched thirty classes very much like yours move through
Bridgewater, 1can predict with a good deal of certainty what
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is in store for you. Most ofyou will be born again intellectu-
ally. You will discover that you really do have a mind and that
it's a crime to waste it. This is the first day ofa new beginning.
Most ofyour professors don't give a rat's posterior where
you went to high school or what your standing in your class
was. What they care about is what you do tomorrow and the
day after that. It is the time to forget the roles you adopted
or were forced to adopt in high school and flesh out a new
role for yourself.
In taking those cursed GER courses you have heard so
much about, you will be turned on by subjects you haven't
studied before-anthropology, sociology, philosophy, dance,
architecture. Or you may think history's not my thing until
you discover History ofAssassinations. Hundreds of unde-
clared students find their majors this way.
While the majority ofyou now are clueless about what it is
you want to do with your life, by the end of the sophomore
year you will have chosen a major, in most cases as a prepara-
tion for a career. This will bring a dimension of reality into
your studies you have never experienced before. Unless you
are a completely unfeeling and irredeemable dolt, preparing
for a career anticipates taking pride in your performance
in that career. I have never met anyone who studies to be
incompetent in a career. As I tell my student teachers as they
are about to go out into the field to do their student teaching,
I don't have to worry about how much tin1e you will spend
in preparing for your classes. The prospect of making an ass
ofyourself in front of twenty-four hostile adolescents is not
pleasant to contemplate. You will want to be the very best
you can be. You will listen to your teachers with an ever-
increasing urgency, very likely adopting one as a mentor.
You may even feel disappointed when one of them calls in
sick, instead of offering up prayers for a prognosis oflong
and hideous debilitation.
Your mind will grow rapidly. The catalog of information
in your brain will quadruple. Your skills will reach genuine
expertise in many areas. You will learn to read, to really read.
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You will learn to write good papers, long, logically connected,
fluent papers you can be proud of. You will learn to make
informational technology work for you. But, most impor-
tant, we will educate your imaginations. Your intellectual
imagination. You will be compulsive about looking for alter-
native explanations for what others take as obvious.
You will learn that all science and much of technology is
bright people following their informed hunches. To succeed
in business is to have the intellectual in1agination to antici-
pate human need and to satisfy it. The imagination to find
a better way of doing something. The imagination to see
connections where no one has seen them before. What is a
gifted reader-critic but someone who sees connections you
wished you had seen? The historian who finds patterns,
shifts, and trends and the sociologist who sees significance
in the most mundane social habits are both exercising their
intellectual imaginations. Ifyou become a teacher, in the
great Bridgewater tradition, you will be able to imagine
creative, engaging activities connected to explicit, clearly
articulated goals.
We will educate your linguistic imagination. You will no
longer trust like Humpty Dumpy that when I use a word it
means exactly what I want it to mean. You will be able to get
outside ofyour language and look in, to see how much of
your thinking is affected by the language you do your think-
ing in. You will have the empathy to imagine how words
affect others, that words can hurt. Words can separate and
divide, and words can quite literally kill. The very word
cancer keeps thousands ofmen and women from seeking
medical advice and treatment in the presence of unmistak-
able symptoms. Every year fear ofwords like faggot and
dyke drive hundreds ofyour contemporaries in this state
alone to take their lives.
You will have the imagination to look for
and see thatgoodness and virtue take many
forms and that evil often comes dressed in a
business suit.
Finally, we will educate your moral imagination. Ifwe do
not increase your capacity for empathy, then we have failed.
You will have the imagination to look for and see that good-
ness and virtue take many forms and that evil often comes
dressed in a business suit. You will have the imagination to
see that honor and profits can be harmonized in the business
world, that dreams must be connected to action, and that our
every action has implications and repercussions for others.
I wish you great success at Bridgewater. You look like a
fine class. I thank you for being such a wonderful audience.
Buckle your seatbelts; you're in for a great ride.




BY JOHN C. JAHODA
hortly after midnight a car is traveling
just south of the Canadian border along
Route 3 in northern New Hampshire.
The night is cool and rainy and a gentle
mist produces a surreal cast in the land-
scape. The surrounding forest looks
particularly foreboding. Suddenly an
animal materializes briefly in the glow
of the headlights and then melts into
the forest. It is too small for a moose,
the wrong color for a deer and not
bulky enough for a bear. The traveler
knows he has seen something unusual,
but what?
This driver is a witness to ecological
history. In the far northern parts of
New England a number of species of
large mammals are making comebacks.
In the case of the moose the comeback
is assured, while in the case of the wolf
and mountain lion the situation is a lot
less certain. Enough recent incidents
like the one described above have
occurred to open the possibility that
these large animals may also be return-
ing to the north woods. Thus, northern
New England provides an interesting
opportunity to learn from ecological
history, a history which is tightly linked
to human land use patterns during the
last two centuries. As we enter the next
century we can look at this history to
understand how wise and unwise use of
the land affect tlle wildlife with which
we share the planet. Ifwe look only at
the large mammals we will see only part
of the picture. A better understanding
comes with a more comprehensive look
at the ecosystem.
My current research project in the
northern New Hampshire town of
Pittsburg, which was supported this
summer by a CART grant, involves
looking at the entire ecosystem to form
a better understanding of the northern
forest today and the changes that have
occurred in the last two hundred years.
Some species have vanished, new
species have been added, and some pre-
viously absent species have returned or
may be returning to the region. There
has been dynamic change over the last
200 years. Much of this change can be
regarded as negative. However, there
are some recent developments that are
more positive and hopeful. One of
these has been the return of a number
of previously rare or extirpated species.
THE RETURN OF THE MOOSE
Perhaps tl1e most spectacular species
recovery in the northern forest has been
the resurgence of tl1e American Moose,
Alces alces. When I was a boy spending
my summer at my grandfather's farm
in Pittsburg, moose were only memo-
ries. Local names like "Moose Pond"
and "Moose Falls" were the only
reminders of the days when moose had
been plentiful, but no one had seen a
moose in the area in many years. Prior
to European settlement, moose were
more common than deer in New
Hampshire and their range extended
from the Canadian border to the sea-
coast. By the mid-1800's fewer than 15
moose remained in tl1e state. In the
1970's the moose population began to
grow in tl1e area and I can recall some
of the local residents lamenting that the
"moose were driving out the deer."
The New Hampshire moose popula-
tion today is estimated at 4,500 and
occurs throughout the state, witl1 the
highest densities in the northern
region. Today, moose are common in
tlle Northern Forest and certain loca-
tions like "Moose Alley" in Pittsburg
and a section of Route 145 in Errol vie
for supremacy as the "Moose Watching
Perhaps the most spectacular
species recovery in the
northern forest has been the
resurgence ofthe American
Moose, Alces alces.
Capital of the World." A popular tourist
activity is to drive along Route 3 in
Pittsburg looking for moose. The
moose concentrate along tl1e road in
several locations, most commonly in
the section ofRoute 3 between Big
Brook and Coon Brook known as
"Moose Alley." The moose come to eat
tl1e mud along the side of the road tllat
has accumulated tlle salt ofyears of
heavy winter use. This man-made salt
lick can now look like the parking lot
at the mall, with cars lined up on either
side of tl1e road while eager children
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an'd adults delight in watching the
moose eating the mud. A more natural
view of the moose can be found in any
of the local bogs or bog ponds, such as
Big Brook Bog, Coon Brook Bog,
Scott's Bog, or East Inlet. Here the
moose can be seen up to their necks in
water, feeding on aquatic vegetation.
The cold weather of fall and winter
brings a die-back in the nutrient rich
aquatic vegetation and the moose leave
the ponds to subsist on their winter diet
of browse.
The loss offorests deprived
the animal ofthe winter
browse it required to
survive the winter and the
degradation ofwetland
habitat reduced its summer
food resources.
The disappearance of the moose
from the region during the nineteenth
century was due in part to extensive
hunting. However, of equal or greater
importance was the reduction of the
critical moose habitat. Forests were cut
and converted to pasture and open
fields. And the forest was extensively
logged. Large tracts were clear-cut and
the logs shipped down river in the his-
toric log drives. The first log drive on
the Connecticut River was in 1868 and
the last long log drive occurred in 1915.
The lumbering practices of the late
1800's and early 1900's not only
affected the forest, but were devastating
for wetland habitat as well. The com-
mon method of getting the logs out
of the woods was to build temporary
dams called "drivers dams" on the
brooks to hold back the water from the
spring snow melt. The logs were cut
during the winter and hauled to the
banks of the brooks by horses. Once the
snows melted and the waters backed up
behind the dams, the dams were broken
open and the resulting flash flood car-
ried the logs down to the rivers where
the logs collected behind large booms
made of logs chained together across
the river. Once all the logs were col-
lected they were driven down the rivers
to the mills. This practice wreaked
havoc on the brooks and streams and
tl1e aquatic vegetation that moose
depended on. The flooding and
draining of the drivers' ponds pre-
vented these areas from growing
stable vegetation.
In addition, during the nineteentl1
century the beaver was trapped exten-
sively for its fur and the loss of the
beaver resulted in fewer beaver dams
and, thus, less moose habitat. All of
these factors led to the decline and dis-
appearance of the moose from the
region. The loss of forests deprived tl1e
anin1al of the winter browse it required
to survive the winter and the degrada-
tion of wetland habitat reduced its
summer food resources. The disap-
pearance of moose from northern New
Hampshire was directly tied to these
land use practices, just as its recent
resurgence is tied to significant changes
in tl1ese practices.
Photograph by fohn fahoda
Since 1960, things have changed in
northern New Hampshire. Forestry
practices have improved. Log drives no
longer occur. Logs are now hauled out
of the woods by trucks along estab-
lished roads. Many farmers have given
up farming and their land has returned
to forest. Permanent dams have
replaced many of the old driver dams to
create ponds and bog ponds for fishing.
These dams are maintained by the state
and provide habitat for a variety of
wildlife, including moose. And the
beaver is enjoying a population surge
due to the soft market for beaver pelts.
These recent changes have increased
the amount of available moose habitat
in northern New Hampshire, and the
moose has responded with a spectacu-
lar comeback.
When I was a child in northern New
Hampshire, land use patterns were
already beginning to change. Farming
as a way oflife was in strong decline.
The discovery ofsuperior farmlands to
the west had triggered a migration of
American farmers west in the late
1800's. By the early part of this century
many farms had already been aban-
doned and had returned to forest. In
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the 1950's and early 1960's the town of
Pittsburg had only about a dozen active
farms. Today there are only two. As the
forest returned, so did the moose. The
bogs, wetlands and forest habitat
required by moose is now relatively
unbroken in northern ew Hampshire.
It is not the primeval virgin forest of the
pioneers in which the moose was first
encountered. Today the majority of this
forest is a working forest of managed
timberlands, with dear-cuts a common
practice. The result is that both deer
and moose are able to find suitable
habitat and viable populations of both
species exist within the forest. The
moose have not driven tlle deer out.
But the deer population has had to
adjust to the new land use pattern for
the area. No longer are farms the pri-
mary source of the "edge" that the deer
need. Today deer rely on forest roads,
clear-cuts and storm damage to provide
the open spaces they require.
The moose is back because its habitat
is back. Research indicates that areas
that provide a large amount of nutri-
tious browse benefit moose. Forest fires
induce significantly more nutritious re-
growth than lumbering. In the absence
offire, dear-cuts provide abundant
browse. Large clear-cuts (more than
100 acres) do not benefit the moose as
much as smaller dispersed cuts. When
islands of uncut softwood and hard-
woods are left within large clear-cuts
tlle moose utilize tlle islands during tlle
winter. Moose can use clear-cuts until
the plants grow beyond their reach,
which takes anywhere from ten to thirty
years. Dense clear-cuts that restrict
movement and visibility are avoided.
Moose make frequent use ofbeaver
flowages, especially during the summer
months. Thus a mixture of upland
mature mixed woods, regenerating
clear-cuts or burned areas, and wet-
lands makes for good moose habitat.
THE RETURN OF THE COYOTE
A major ecological consequence of
the colonial period in New England
was the extermination of the wolf.
Wolves were relentlessly persecuted,
with the last wolves being killed in
New England in the late 1800's, due
in large part to the fear that they would
killljvestock, primarily sheep. Wolves
were also known to kill moose and
deer, and thus seen as competitors
for the game that the settlers wanted
for their own consumption. The exter-
mination of the wolf and the other top
carnivore, the mountain lion, left the
large carnivore niche vacant. By the
1940's there were rumors that this niche
was being filled. A new aninlal had
made its appearance in the northern
forest. The eastern coyote, which is
darker and one-fourth again as large
as the western coyote, is considered a
subspecies. It has become so abundant
that it has appeared in suburban areas
of ew England, ew York, New Jersey,
and Pennsylvania.
A number of theories have been pro-
posed to explain the eastern expansion
of the coyote. One tl1eory is tl1at eastern
coyotes were once natives of the region
and that tl1ey reemerged from remote
wilderness areas after the reforestation
of the eastern states. Another theory is
that the animals arose from the western
coyote, which migrated east, interbred
with small wolves, and produced a
larger subspecies.
Even though we will never know the
exact sequence of events in tl1is story,
the following appears to be the most
reasonable scenario. Animals from tlle
west began to move east, appearing in
upstate New York and tl1en spreading
east into nortl1ern ew England. Along
the way they may have interbred with
wolves, creating a hybrid. The inter-
breeding with wolves may have been
tl1e source ofsome genetic change lead-
ing to larger size and behavioral alter-
ations. Thus was born the" Tew
England Coyote." The ew England
Coyote, Canis latrans, is a recognized
"race" or "subspecies" of tl1e coyote.
It is not a hybrid. It breeds true and
thus retains the character of its species.
Although they are abundant, coyotes
are elusive. In all tl1e tinle I have spent
in nortl1ern New Hampshire I have
seen coyotes in the wild only three
times. The first time, which may have
been one of the first observations of
The extermination ofthe
wolfand the other top
carnivore, the mountain
lion, left the large carnivore
niche vacant.
coyote in nortl1ern New Hampshire,
occurred at dusk on a farm road. This
was in the late 1950's and we were not
sure what the animals were. The second
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sighting took place three years ago on
the Boundary Pond road near the
Maine border. I encountered two
animals during the middle of the day.
The animals ran down the road in front
of me for a short distance and then
melted into the forest. The third obser-
vation took place last year on the Indian
stream road where a solitary animal
appeared just before dusk.
Coyotes have survived and
flourished because they are
opportunisticgeneralists.
The reason for this elusiveness is that
coyotes continue to be heavily perse-
cuted by man. It is estimated that over
400,000 coyotes are killed annually in
the United States. Although the perse-
cution in northern New Hampshire is
not as intensive and organized as in
the west, where over $ 20 million a year
in taxpayer money is spent in a vain
attempt to eradicate the coyote, it does
exist. Many deer and moose hunters
and other "sportsmen" will shoot a
coyote on sight. In spite of this, coyotes
have proven to be a higWy resistant
species and continue to thrive. Coyotes
are now found nationwide from the
suburbs of Los Angeles to the streets
ofNew York City. Coyotes occur in
49 states (all except Hawaii) and every
Canadian province. There may be
twice as many coyotes now as in 1850,
although even a rough estimate of
their numbers is impossible to come
up with. There is evidence that coyotes
respond to hunting, either by wolves or
humans, by increasing the number of
pups that survive.
The spread of the coyote into the
northeast is perhaps a classic example
of the phenomenon ecologists call
"niche expansion." An animal's role,
or niche, in nature is determined by
its genetic ability, which we call the
"fundamental niche;' and the presence
of competitors, which restrict it to a
smaller subset of the fundamental
niche, is called the "realized niche."
With the wolf gone, the coyote has
been able to expand its food niche to
include food items previously taken
by wolves. A reflection of this expan-
sion is the somewhat larger size of the
eastern coyote in comparison to its
western counterparts.
Coyotes have survived and flour-
ished because they are opportunistic
generalists. They eat a wide variety
ofprey and make use of a variety of
practices to acquire their prey. Usually
they hunt singly or in relays with
others rather than in packs. Their food
includes carrion, birds, large insects,
and rodents. Coyotes can reach speeds
of more than.40 mph when running
down anin1als such as rabbits. In New
England coyotes feed upon deer and
will cooperate to kill deer, especially
during the winter, when other forms
of prey are difficult to obtain. Females
come into heat once a year, from late
January to early March; following a
two-month gestation period, they
bear 2 to 12 pups. Both parents tend
the pups, and by autumn they weigh
20 pounds and can fend for themselves.
Evidence suggests that coyotes mate
for life and are strongly supportive of
their mates.
THE RETURN OF THE WOLF AND
MOUNTAlN LION
The final two animals in this saga are
still in the very early stages of recovery,
and mayor may not make it back. Their
story is really a tale for the next millen-
nium. However there is evidence, much
of it unsupported and circumstantial,
that suggests that the two animals that
were historically the top carnivores in
the Northern Forest may be staging a
comeback. There are rumors, which
have become more frequent and more
reliable in recent years, that both the
wolf and the mountain lion may be
back. There are reports of both wolves
and mountain lions in Pittsburg. I have
spoken to people who have seen wolves
or mountain lions and believe in the
authenticity of their stories. Most of
these witnesses remain secretive about
what they have seen. They fear ridicule
in the press and by their peers if they go
public, so the stories are told in confi-
dence within their circle of friends.
The loss of the wolf from New
England is due to the encroachment
on their territory by humans, who have
long regarded wolves as competitors for
prey and as dangerous to livestock, pets,
and people. However, few if any healthy
wolves have ever attacked humans.
Wolves usually try to avoid us. The
tales ofwolves chasing sleds across
the steppes of Russia are pure fiction.
However, the wolf is a social hunter,
and about the same size as early
humans, and was therefore a strong
competitor for early man. We have
never been particularly fond of compe-
tition, especially for food. Thus the
persecution and disappearance of the
wolf from New England forests.
Today we realize that wolves are
valuable predators in the food web.
The loss of the wolf has had ecological
consequences. Their decimation has
led to the overpopulation ofcertain
other animal species. Most notably the
high numbers of deer in certain areas
is due in part to the loss of the wolf.
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Reports of the final recovery of the
mountain lion are equally obscure
and fragmentary. About ten years ago
reports of mountain lions began to
circulate in the New Hampshire towns
just north of the White Mountains.
The mountain lion was the top New
England carnivore. A specialist at
ambush, its primary food was the deer.
Mountain lions, like wolves, were per-
secuted by the early settlers and wiped
out in the 1800's. The Mountain lion's
scientific name is Felis concolor.
Numbers have been slowly increasing
and there are now 10,000 to 50,000
mountain lions in the United States.
The wide variation in the estin1ated
numbers reflects how elusive these
animals are. In the west, where the
numbers of mountain lions have
increased dramatically, there have been
recent human fatalities involving lions.
Mountain lions are viewed as both pre-
cious and dangerous and thus there are
major differences of opinion regarding
their return to the Northern Forest.
Mountain lions are known by vari-
ous local names, including "puma:'
"panther:'''catamount:' and "cougar."
There have been reports, scattered and
unsubstantiated, of mountain lions,
suggesting that the cat had not been
totally wiped out but managed to
survive in very small numbers in the
remotest oflocations. In the last ten
years these reports have become more
frequent and better substantiated,
suggesting that the same shift in habitat
that has encouraged the recovery of the
moose may also be making living in
New England better for mountain Lions
as well. Most reports are ofanimals
observed crossing roads, usuaLly at
night and often under less than ideal
viewing circumstances.
Other species also may be enjoying
a recovery, including the Canada Lynx
and birds such as the Fisher and Pine
Martin. The changes in the wildlife that
share the planet with us can have nega-
tive consequences for humans living
with them. Aside from the rare attack
of a mountain lion, there are other
problems living with wildlife. "Urban
wildlife" problems include raccoons
that carry diseases like rabies and the
involvement of deer and deer mice in
the life cycle of the organism that causes
Lyme disease. One of the major envi-
ronmental chaLlenges will be develop-
ing ways to successfully coexist with
wildlife. There are often interesting
conflicts involved. In another research
project I am involved in, piping plovers,
which are an.endangered species, are
being preyed upon by foxes. Control of
the foxes is difficult because the foxes
have their supporters among people
who believe them to be a "natural" part
of the system.
There is aglobal extinction
crisis, but it is uneven upon
the surface ofthe earth.
There is also a paradox ofsorts in
this. Most biologists would agree that
we are in the midst of an extinction
crisis. By some estimates, a quarter of
all species on the earth may become
extinct in the first 25 years of the new
century. Yet in the northern forest some
species may be returning and species
diversity may be increasing. The para-
dox reflects human land use practices
and how the human population is dis-
tributed. John Terborgh has estimated
that 95 % percent of the land in the
United States is committed to human
use and only 5 % is devoted to nature.
Terborgh's estimate involves only lands
set aside in parks and preserves and
shows the imbalance of the current sit-
uation. With the inevitable growth of
the human population the situation
will only get worse. There is a global
extinction crisis, but it is uneven upon
the surface of the earth. Most extinc-
tions are occurring in the tropics, where
the rate of human population increase
is greatest. There are pockets where
human population is not increasing.
The northern forest ofNew Hampshire
is one of these. New England as a region
is losing population while the south
and southwest are gaining. Within New
England the picture varies from state to
state, and within the states there are also
finer-grained patterns. New Hampshire
south of the White Mountains is gain-
ing population, while New Hampshire
north of the mountains is losing. This
decrease in population is reflected in
the changing land use practices that
form the basis for the ecological history
described here.
The area is experiencing a different
type of"population impact." As
the population of southern New
Hampshire and nearby Massachusetts
grows, many of these people seek open
space for recreational activities. Some
of these have lower impact on wildlife
(photography, mountain biking and
hiking). Others are a greater threat.
Of these, hunting has the most direct
impact. The interaction of the human
population and wildlife over the next
century will determine how many
species will actually be able to coexist
with us. The future is uncertain. Moose
seem assured of a place in the next
century. Will the wolfand mountain
lion be able to become reestablished
in northern New England? Or will the
reports remain few and fragmentary?
The next 10 to 20 years in the Northern
Forest will be interesting.







BY SUSAN H. HOLTON
D n the farmlands of central Ohio, no hills get in the way ofthe eAl'ansive view - only silos. These cylindrical castles ofconcrete and metal predate the city's skyscrapers. They exist
in isolation, one or two to an average farm, but they are not
connected. Each silo stands by itself, containing the grain
needed to sustain tile fields and flocks for tile winter and the
next planting season. Work in today's organization too often
fits the metaphor of tile silo. Either literal or metaphoric silo-
like structures house specialized departments and divisions.
Connecting to no other part of the farm - or institution or
workplace - the silos serve to isolate the inhabitants. And
because of this silo mentality, there is an erosion of commu-
nity in modern society.
The companion to tllis erosion, however, is a cry for con-
nection, a cry for a return to community. At virtually every
level of today's workforce people sense something missing.
Workers - in academia and beyond - decry tile lack of com-
munity and yearn for something they know can exist. People
feel isolated and disconnected. They feel like silos, joined to
nothing. The expressways are full of cars witll solo occupants,
heading to the city to stare at a computer screen in a cubicle.
They may e-mail others, perhaps, but they rarely talk face-
to-face. After nine hours ofwork they return to their cars
and return home. On campuses throughout the continent,
faculty members drive onto campus, search angrily for a
parking spot, see a student or two during office hours, teach
their classes and go home. While faculty members may share
a common grievance over parking, modern workers are held
together by common irritation over traffic.
But there is a growing dis-ease over this lack of connection.
Jane Tompkins, an English Professor explained it: "For some
time now, I've been restless and dissatisfied with my life in tile
university, hungry for some emotional and spiritual fulfi1l-
ment that it doesn't seem to afford. I crave a sense of belong-
ing, the feeling that I'm part of an enterprise larger than
myself, a part ofa group that shares some common purpose."
Michael Hooker, former Chancellor of the University of
Massachusetts at Anlherst, believes that much of the mis-
trust, win/lose mentality and tension that exist in society
today are due to the lack of community. While it is not clear
that tile "good old days" of the community sense in the work-
place ever truly existed, there is clear agreement that commu-
nity is missing - to the detrinlent of everyone.
Americans feel a lack of connectedness in their public lives.
Interestingly, most Americans are satisfied witll their private
lives, recent surveys reveal. What they are deeply unhappy
about is their public life - the direction in which our society
as a whole is headed. This lack of community has been the
subject of innumerable articles and ·studies. In the famous
"Bowling Alone" premise, Robert Putnam argues that "the
vibrancy ofAmerican civil society has notably declined over
tile past several decades." He contends that Americans are
less involved in organizations that require and provide social
connectedness. In many of the organizations that have
replaced the former primary social affiliation, "for the vast
majority of their members, the only act ofmembership
consists in writing a check for dues or perhaps occasionally
reading a newsletter." Putnam's research reports that many
smaLl groups which exist today "merely provide occasions
for individuals to focus on tllemselves in tile presence of
others. The social contract binding members together asserts
only the weakest obligations."
People need interconnection rather than
isolation. The call for community is heard
throughout organizations.
Some question the metaphor of"bowling alone"; whether
people are, in fact, disengaged. In an article in Time, Richard
Stengel and Ann Blackman argue that the community exists,
but it is online rather than in person. "We are sitting alone
staring into our computer screens ...but are we bonding
togetller?" But this asynchronous anonymous connection
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is not, argue Hallowell and others, true community. The silo
metaphor continues, with the individual computer-silos on
each person's desk.
What is needed is a spider web rather than a silo. People
need interconnection rather than isolation. The call for com-
munity is heard throughout organizations. Robert Zarefsky
says that many voices have risen to "urge that society cultivate
a stronger sense of responsibilities and obligations to match
freedoms and rights ... rekindling a sense of community at
every level, from the local to the nationa\."
Community is needed for multiple reasons. It improves an
individual's physical and emotional well-being. A decade-
long MacArthur Foundation study on aging found that "the
top two predictors ofwell-being as people age are frequency
of visits with friends and frequency of attendance at meetings
of organizations." It is hard to beljeve that all those meetings
are health-giving, but in fact they provide the sense ofcom-
munity and connection.
Hallowell reports on the physiological reason for the
increase in health. When people are in community, they
experience an increase in hormones that promote trust and
bonding. "These hormones ... rise when we feel empathy
for another person, in particular when we are meeting with
someone face-to-face. These bonding hormones are at sup-
pressed levels when people are physically separate." Hanowen
continues to explain that "scientists hypothesize that in-
person contact stimulates two important neurotransmitters:
dopamine, which enhances attention and pleasure, and sera-
tonin, which reduces worry and fear."
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Working face-to-face in community enhances the intel-
lectual, social, physical and emotional wen-being of those in
the organization. The establishment of community, or per-
haps the reestablishment ofa sense ofcommunity that has
disappeared in the workplace, is possible. Ernest Boyer, the
late director of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-
ment ofTeaching, delineated six principles that define com-
munity. Boyer's principles can be adapted to every
organizational environment.
A workplace needs to be 1) purposeful, 2) open, 3) just, 4)
disciplined, 5) caring, and 6) celebrative. These six principles,
when put into practice, win allow an organization to be a
"spider web" rather than a "silo."
Workingface-to-face in community
enhances the intellectual, social, physical
and emotional well-being ofthose in
the organization.
A purposeful community is one in which every member of
the organization knows and has a stake in the goals. The pur-
pose of the organization should be that which engages and
energizes everyone. In academia every person at the institu-
tion - from the president to the groundskeeper - has a stake
in strengthening teaching and learning on campus. The way
in which they manifest that goal is different for each person,
but the goal is the same. In a purposeful community, atten-
tion is paid to keeping everyone actively engaged in the mis-
sion or purpose of the organization through training, special
programming and social activities.
In an open community, each person's freedom of expres-
sion is uncompromisingly protected and civility is powerfully
affirmed. In this community, every meeting, every encounter,
every class reflects open, honest communication. That is not
easy in today's workplace. Concerns for freedom of expres-
sion are weighed against worries about deceptive or abusive
language. But the balance must be maintained; the partici-
pants in the workforce must have the opportunity to "speak
the truth as they know it." Boyer contends that "In an open
community freedom of expression must be uncompromis-
ingly defended. At the same time, offensive language must
be vigorously denounced. An open, honest community
means viewing language as a sacred trust and affirming that
truth is the obligation we assume when we are empowered
to use the words."
As important as an honest community is a just community
where the sacredness of each person is honored and where
diversity is aggressively pursued. Issues of justice abound
today, but they are too often considered "out of bounds" for
the workforce. They are not, for an unjust workforce for
anyone weakens the community. Everyone needs to make a
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commitment to make a safe and just community for every-
one who feels isolated, for those who are minorities because
oflifestyle, sexual orientation, physical ability, color, gender
or any other reason. In working toward a just commwlity, it
is important that every person in the workforce, regardless of
title or position, feel safe, honored and sacred as a person.
What is the behavior of the common good in the organiza-
tion? Boyer says that a disciplined community is needed where
individuals accept their obligations to the group, and where
well defined procedures guide ilie behavior for the common
good. This requires iliat ilie individuals in ilie community
gailier togeilier to determine standards of acceptable behav-
ior. Before someone "crosses ilie line" she or he needs to
know where ilie line is. Even in churches today, guidelines
for acceptable behavior are common. The disciplined
community allows everyone to know what is acceptable.
The ideal community is purposeful, open,
just, disciplined, caring and celebrative.
In order for ilie web to be strong, each organization
needs to be a caring community where ilie well-being of each
member is sensitively supported, and where service to others
is encouraged. Too often today the notion of feeling cared
for is an oxymoron. The Hwnan Relations School of
organizations which, in ilie 1960s, stressed "feeling good"
has unfortunately been replaced by tlle 1990's "lead, follow
or get out of ilie waY:"'Sink or swinl togeilier" has been
replaced by "You sink, I swim; you swim, I sink." This mental-
ity has caused serious interpersonal rifts in organizations.
The call for a caring community calls for reflection on ilie
social bonding iliat all hwnans (and oilier mammals) need
for ilieir well-being. Caring is ilie glue iliat holds hunlan
organizations togeilier. The saying iliat "students don't care
how much you know, until iliey know how much you care"
reflects iliat yearning for ilie caring community in academia.
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How often do people within organizations celebrate?
Are tllere rituals in tlle organization which affirm both the
tradition iliat holds tlle group togeilier, and ilie change iliat
propels it forward? A work community rarely celebrates
too much. For most organizations the problem is quite the
opposite. While people generally know iliat a good celebra-
tion brings ilie community togeilier, iliey too often worry
iliat it hinders progress.
The ideal community is purposeful, open, just, disciplined,
caring and celebrative. Does your organization fit iliat pro-
file? Do you have a solid sense ofcommunity? Community
is invaluable in every organization. Parker Palmer, a senior
fellow of ilie Fetzer Institute noted: "When community
breaks down, we have lost the greatest reward ofall, which is
feeling ourselves authentically connected to oilier people,
sharing a vision and a goal, and willing to help each oilier
pursue and sustain the difficulties of pursuing it. That is
ilie greatest reward that exists in human life."
In his call for a solution to tlle conundrum, Palmer calls
for creating communities of discourse where people within
organizations join togeilier to talk about what it means to
work in iliat organization, to reflect on their practices, to
reflect on shared experiences and practices. He suggests
iliat people gailier togetller to say, "This is what works for me,
here is what doesn't work for me, here is what is troubling
me, here is where ilie excitement is." This reflective conversa-
tion will work in academia, or in any oilier organization.
Palmer says iliat when iliese conversations occur, two things
happen: people get better at ilieir chosen work, and ilie
personal pain ofdisconnection begins to be lifted.
Creating community is ilie biggest challenge to organiza-
tions today. It is also ilieir most significant opportunity.








hat will the new millennium bring
humankind? Will we know ourselves
and our "others" better and more
humanely than we now do? Will kalei-
doscopically shifting technologies
provide virtual worlds in which to
experience multiple versions of our-
selves? Do we have a consciousness, a
soul, that are separate from our physical
selves, and that might be freed by
cryogenics or virtual space even as the
body (or "meat") decays? Would this
be desirable? Will we be able to alter
whichever mysterious interplay of
chance and destiny shapes our life sto-
ries and thus exert more control over
our denouements? Will media-filtered,
Western consumer obsession with
surfaces, celebrities, and image(s) cede
to renewed interest in the existential,
spiritual, and psycho-emotional com-
plexities of real-life human beings?
Will there be an apocalypse?
Amidst the barrage of media jour-
neys into these realms is a series of
Spanish films that innovatively imbue
these questions with an explicit or
implicit fin de millennium urgency.
These films eschew the simplistic
pablum too often proffered by corpo-
rate Hollywood media machines.
In young Spanish director Alejandro
Abenamar's darkly dreamlike Open















pad. However, at a fateful party he pur-
sues Sofia (Penelope Cruz), the lovely
girlfriend of his soulful buddy Pelayo
(Fele Martinez), enacting the wrongdo-
ing allegorized in the biblical injunction
against "the rich man stealing the poor
man's ewe." Cesar also spurns Nuria
(Najwa Nimri), one of the many
women whom he has romanced
and discarded.
But Nuria literally proves to be a
femme fatale; when Cesar accepts a ride
home, she drives them both off the side
of the road, metaphorically signaling
the narrative's shift into a nightmarish
roller coaster that switches precipi-
tously between different psychic regis-
ters. Cesar awakens in an institution for
the criminally insane, accused of mur-
der, his face now hideously disfigured.




The question of how he got from
"there" to "here" is one, of course, that
we might all well ask ourselves, albeit
less dramatically, at many junctures.
Rich, glamorous swinger, or mad,
scarred assassin - which is the illusion,
which the reality? To complicate mat-
ters, Cesar repeatedly dreams ofa tele-
vised spokesperson for cryogenics and
the letters "ELI," giving a new twist to
questions posed by such films as The
Matrix (1998, starring Keanu Reeves).
Through these confusing challenges
to our understanding ofbeing and
knowing, Abenamar meditates
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non-didactically, and in ethically and
philosophically interesting ways, upon
Cesar's predicament. The scarlet-clad,
seductive Nuria is allied with the dark
forces, and the insouciant Cesar is
clearly being punished for his traitor-
ous, Don Juan-of-the '90's ways. When
Cesar does return to his life outside the
asylum (sans fabulous looks), he labors
toward redemption and a
possible winning back of
Pelayo's friendship and
Sofia's love. Shots of the
masked Cesar in trendy
nightspots dancing alone
point to the lethal obses-
sion with surface that
haunts our fin de millen-
nium psyches, the dehu-
manizing focus on image
and exterior packaging
rather than our interior
make-up. And when
Cesar and his empathetic
psychiatrist Antonio (Chete Lera) dis-
cover a cryogenics institute with the
acronym ELI, which is a transcription
of the Hebrew for "my God;' the film
examines the metaphysics of future
technologies: what if a client had the
ability to freeze not only her body but
her happiest dreams and memories, but
something went awry, and she opened
her eyes instead to a world of her worst
nightmares? And has this happened
to Cesar?
The film links these gripping ques-
tions back to the thinking of the great
Golden Age Spanish playwright
Calderon de la Barca in his masterpiece
Life is a Dream (La vida es suerlO, 1665),
whose protagonist Segismundo, a
philosophical forebear of Cesar, muses:
"Life is a dream, and dreams are dreanls
as well" ("La vida es suefio, y los suefios
suefios son"). Far from being able to
shape our destiny as we would wish,
we may not even be able to distinguish
our waking lives from dream states or
chimeric projections. But whether it's
aU a dream or not, we must still try
to navigate, to borrow again from
Calderon, some sort of conscious and
conscience-driven vessel through the
ocean of existence.
A similar if less gothic blend of mil-
lennial metaphysics and magic fuels
the English-language, Spanish-directed
film Twice Upon a Yesterday (Maria
Ripoll, 1999). Set in the colorful
London neighborhood ofNotting
Hill, the film presents the predicament
ofVictor (Douglas Henshall), a self-
absorbed actor, and his ex-girlfriend
Sylvia (Lena Headley). Victor has lost
Sylvia because of his egotism and his
fling with an actress; he realizes too late,
as Sylvia prepares to marry an engineer,
Dave (Mark Strong), the enormity of
his error in risking an enduring love for
a shallow infatuation.
What ifa client had the
ability to freeze not only
her body but her happiest
dreams and memories,
but something went awry,
and she opened her eyes
instead to a world ofher
worst nightmares?
Or is it too late? Drunk, despairing,
and drenched in rain, Victor is spirited
offby two improbably elegant garbage
collectors (Eusebio Lazaro and Gustavo
Salmeron) to the depository of the
city's detritus, a metaphorical heap
ofall the precious objects that anyone
has ever mistakenly thrown away. As
the two mystical men allude to the
dilemma ofwould-be knight-errant
Don Quijote de la Mancha and his
always-elusive love Dulcinea, Golden
Age Spanish literature once again
works its magic. Victor finds himself in
the midst of the carnivalesque Notting
Hill parade, back to the tinle before his
fatal relationship misstep. Ecstatic
with tills opportunity for a second
chance, Victor regales Sylvia with love
and devotion.
Will this alternate destiny prove
happier? Alas, Sylvia's meeting of Dave
in a new context, with sparks aplenty
between them as Victor observes in
anguish, does not bode well. The film's
exploration of the multiple paths that
our lives could take, and the limitations
of our control over our life narratives,
is consonant with issues raised in the
winsome, albeit less profound, Sliding
Doors (1998, starring Gwyneth
Paltrow). Noteworthy in tllis context
as well is Julio Medem's stunning Lovers
ofthe Arctic Circle (Los amantes del
Circulo Polar, Spain, 1999), willch also
charts the intertwined topographies of
haphazard coincidence and destiny in
the lives of its two lovers. The poignant
parting words of Don Quijote, "one can
never ·find this year's birds in the nests
ofyesteryear" ("ya en los nidos de
antafio no hay pajaros hogafio"), a ver-
balleitmotifof Twice Upon a Yesterday,
suggests that sometimes it is too late to
go back, that certain losses are irrevoca-
ble. Nonetheless, the film's final note is
redemptive, an intimation of new
beginnings despite past failures.
For a final stop on tllis cinematic
tour, millennial questions take a campy
horrific turn in Alex de la Iglesia's Day
ofthe Beast (EI dia de la bestia, 1995).
In this dark satire with shades of
Bufiuel, John Waters, and Sam Raimi,
a Spanish priest teams up with a
pierced, long-haired heavy-metal
aficionado and a phony TV psychic to
save humankind from the Antichrist.
The Apocalypse may be inlminent,
but meanwhile Madrid will celebrate
with satanic metal bacchanals, roving
arsonist gangs, psychic TV "friends;'
vainglorious, hate- mongering televan-
gelists, and holiday shopping orgies.
Is the Beast about to be born, or is he
already here?
Leora Lev is AssistantProfessor of
Foreign Languages.
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A GALLERY OF PASTELS
BY TERESA MCCUE
"Twilight"
'''Twilight' illustrates soft light. Even though the colors




"This is a piece about mysterious light. It was done during
a period in which I often used a panoramic format to
emphasize the expansiveness of the landscape."
D eresa McCue writing of her work:Who can remember the first thriLL ofcreating something oftheirown? Why was it so important to have one's crayon masterpiece
receive the place ofhonor on the refrigerator door? The creative
process is where I become totally focused, elated, frustrated
and alive.
As an undergraduate at Bridgewater State I had the opportu-
nity to explore many artistic disciplines such as drawing,
painting, printmaking, ceramics, sculpture and metal work.
I knew, even at the time, what an incredible luxury it was to
movefrom studio to studio. It was an Introduction to Silkscreen
course that really hooked me. In this process, the components
ofa design are separated by color and stencilsfor each color are
created and, ifproperly registered, ultimately produce a total
composition. I became intrigued by how dramatically color and
value could change thefeel ofapiece. When I was reintroduced
to pastels itfelt like coming home. I was seduced by having an
array ofluscious colors at myfingertips and by the immediacy
and tactile connection I had with the work.
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I began to draw landscapes. I love the outdoors, and in a
dramatic sky, a patch oflight on the edge ofa bus or a reflection
on the water I saw my work as a celebration ofthe beauty that
surrounds us. Initially my landscapes focused on high contrast
imagery. Bright highlights and dark shadows created dramatic
compositions. EventuaLLy, I also became interested in the
nuances ofsofter light. Recently, though, I continue to be drawn
to landscapes with interesting lighting, the apparent subjects of




"Camden Hills 13" (above)
"Mount Battie" (left)
"Often, while driving along a highway, I would catch
glin1pses of interesting scenery and be frustrated by the
fact that I almost never could get a truly panoramic view,
and even if I could, stopping to take a photo would be a
life-threatening proposition. I began to contemplate the
possibilities of an aerial perspective. So, I went to a gorgeous
area ofMaine, hired a plane, and took many, many photos."
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"Blue Shadows 1»
"This type of high contrast imagery is typical of my earlier
work. I was fascinated by the patterns and rhythms of light
and shadow."
Art by Teresa McCue - 1980 Graduate ofBridgewater State








BY WILLIAM C. LEVIN
n a Saturday morning in May of 1998
three children, two girls and a teenaged
boy, sat on their mother's bed watching
her tryon a long, black robe and flat,
tasseled hat. They teased her about the
hat and took pictures of her posed
before her computer desk and shelves -
of texts. Then they piled into their 1979
Toyota Corolla and drove together to
her college graduation. Louise took her
place in the line ofgraduating seniors
and began to inch towards the stage
and her diploma. She searched the seats
to see ifher kids were behaving (" 0
fighting today, please"), and overheard
an exchange between the two students
just in front of her in line. "Well, it's
finally here;' one said to the other.
"Yeah. What a haul," came the response.
They looked like teenagers to Louise,
not much older than her son. "Haul,
indeed;' she thought. "Try twenty-six
years, beginning in my senior year of
high school."
The story ofthis woman's
journey to college graduation
turned out to be agreat deal
richer and more complex
than a simple tale ofpersis-
tence in the face ofobstacles.
A few months before her graduation
I interviewed Louise as part of my re-
search on educational "late-bloomers~'
Louise is not her real name-I've made
up names for all the people in this arti-
cle to maintain their anonymity and the
photographs accompanying this article
are not of the people I studied. The
story of this woman's journey to college
graduation turned out to be a great deal
richer and more complex than a simple
tale of persistence in the face ofobsta-
cles. EventuaJly Louise managed to
collect her diploma, grinning at the
burst of applause and shouts of"go
mom" from the l:~i.-!dJeof the audience.
Behind her accomplishment was a
story of early marriage after high
school, part-tin1e office work, divorce,
broken-down cars, studying in the
bathtub after the kids were asleep and
a hundred other details of chance and
choice that she willingly spilled out
into my tape recorder.
How THE STUDY WAS
CONDUCTED
To learn something about how older
students manage to return to their edu-
cations after years away, I drew two ran-
dom sampies of thirty students each
from lists of students over the age of
thirty who were enrolled fuji-time as
undergraduate students at Bridgewater
State College. I then wrote and called
them to ask if they would be interested
in talking to me about their educational
histories for my study of older college
students. Over a period of three years
I have conducted fifty eight interviews,
forty eight of them females with an
average age of thirty six. Interviews
were done in my office at the college
and were tape-recorded and tran-
scribed. All subjects were guaranteed
anonymity, and all were told that the
purpose of my study was to learn some-
thing about the factors that influence
both the way people leave and return
to their educations.
A MODEL FOR STUDYING
EDUCATIONAL lATE-BLOOMING
During the interviewing I did of
older students I came to recognize that
there are many types of forces that can
both separate people from educational
achievement and can bring them back
even years later. After some months of
reading, listening, taking notes and
talking to friends and colleagues (and,
to no small degree, to myself), I decided
on a fairly simple and general model for
categorizing these forces. I'll call these
forces internal versus external and posi-
tive versus negative. Here are the brief
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descriptions of the categories of forces
I have decided to use in summarizing
the stories of our educational late-
bloomers.
1) Internal forces are those that we
generally think ofas characteristics
of individuals. People differ in their
beliefs, willingness and ability to work
hard, talent for academic work, belief in
the value of education, confidence and
so on. These characteristics are compo-
nents of the internal makeup ofpeople.
For exampie, many of the women I
interviewed believed deeply by age
eighteen that education was their best
chance for success and happiness, while
many others believed that thei r best
chance was to marry men who would
provide for them.
2) External forces influence the lives
of the individuals and are rooted in
their environments. People grow up
and live in all sorts of families and com-
munities. These differ in many ways,
such as in opportunities for work,
wealth, safety, education, family and
social support, transportation and an
infinite range of other conditions. For
example, several of the people I inter-
viewed told me that they simply could-
n't afford to go to college right after
high schoo!. It was too important to
make some money right away. By con-
trast, one woman recalled that money
was no barrier to her, but that her
INTERNAL
Positive internal forces that create the
likelihood of educational achievement, such
as belief in one's ability and in education as
aroute to success and happiness
Negative internal forces that diminish the like-
lihood of educational achievement, such as ill
health, abelief that one is not able to do the
work or that education does not pay
mother was chronically ill and that she
was the family member who wound up
taking care of her.
3) Positive forces are the ones that
make educational accomplishment
possible. For example, think of a person
who is confident that she can do the
work in school, intellectually able,
ambitious to succeed, healthy, sup-
ported by family, wealthy enough to
pay tuition and forego earnings while
in school and living in a town that has
built an excellent school system. Such
positive factors were often part of the
stories my subjects told about their
return to school, even after many years
of absence.
4) Negative forces make educational
accomplishment less likely. A person
can grown up in a family and commu-
nity in which education is denigrated
and inferior, she may lack the money to
pay for college, have Little confidence in
her abilities or intellectual preparation
and have no experience of the benefits
of education. These were the sorts of
things that subjects in my study cited as
reasons for their failure to even con-
sider continuing with their educations
after high schoo!.
Putting together these factors, the
dimensions of internal versus external,
and positive versus negative forces cre-
ate a useful analytical model as follows.
EXTERNAL
Positive external forces that create the
likelihood of educational achievement, such
as growing up in awell-to-do family and
community in which education is well-funded
and highly regarded
Negative external forces that diminish the
likelihood of educational achievement, such
as growing up in poverty and attending bad
schools in which the struggle for daily
survival swamps any possibilities for
academic preparation for college
I'll be the first to admit that this
model is hardly rocket science. It cer-
tainly does not, by itself, make sense of
the rich and individual stories told by
the people I interviewed. But it does
have the virtue of making it possible
to see patterns in the stories they told.
To show how the model works, let me
go to the specific narratives. I'll choose
just two stories, those ofLouise and
Fay, and quote from them to illustrate
how the forces seem to me to have
worked on the educational history of
these late-bloomers.
LOUISE
Let's start with the woman whose story
began this article. Louise was raised in a
family in which a combination of nega-
tive external conditions for educational
achievement were in place from her
birth. Neither ofher parents had gone
to college. In fact, they told Louise that
they had been high school sweethearts
and couldn't wait to leave school to get
married and start a family. Louise
remembered that they wanted her to
finish high school, but that they repeat-
edy said that "C's are good enough; just
don't get pregnant before you finish
high schoo!." Two older brothers had
left high school for jobs as auto
mechanics and there was no encour-
agement from teachers or school guid-
ance counselors for her to go to college.
"I was a major party girl," she said. "I
actually got good grades, mostly B's ,
but nobody in my group of friends even
talked about going to college. So [ never
thought of it. Now I know that other
kids with grades like mine got to go."
Louise also said that she came to believe
that she was "not college material." That
is, growing up in the kind of family and
school tllat did not value education
highly (in fact, education was some-
times ridiculed in her family), eventu-
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ally led to her developing the negative
internal characteristics that contributed
to her decision to stop her education
after high school. Notice that I have just
switched from emphasizing the exter-
nal characteristics that influenced her
decision not to go to coLlege (e.g. her
family history and its attitudes toward
college), to internal factors that led in
this direction (e.g. her beliefs about her
own ability to do coLlege work).
I think Louise's story is a good exam-
ple of the way a mix ofnegative external
factors led her to get married right after
high school graduation (to her high
school sweetheart) when it is clear that
had she grown up in other circum-
stances she almost certainly would have
gone to college. I should add that inter-
nally she believed that she was not col-
lege material and that early marriage
would make her happiest. However
I think it was the external factors that
should be emphasized. Once she was
married and had children, the external
conditions for continuing her educa-
tion were almost entirely negative. Her
husband was working two jobs and,
when the children were old enough,
Louise began to work part-tin1e herself.
This was made possible by the fact that
she lived just down the block from her
parents, and her mother was a willing
baby-sitter. There was neither time nor
money for college, and since they had
left high school, there was virtually no
contact with anyone who could suggest
that further education would be a good
idea. In the nearly sixty interviews I did
I would say that this pattern ofearly
marriage, children and need to make
money appeared more often than any
other as a path away from higher edu-
cation. This was especially true for the
female subjects, but also occurred in
one of the stories told by a male.
"1 actuallygotgood grades,
mostly B's, but nobody in my
group offriends even talked
aboutgoing to college. So 1
never thought ofit. Now 1
know that other kids with
grades like mine got to go."
Once Louise started to talk about
how she managed to return to her edu-
cation, the influence of external factors
became even clearer. A few years into
their marriage Louise's husband started
his own business. He worked longer
hours and Louise tried to help by work-
ing more hours at her part-time office
job, and by helping with her husband's
office paperwork. "When the business
failed our marriage fell apart too," she
told me. "I kind of knew things were
going bad for us, but we didn't seem
to be able to do anything about it." The
youngest of their three children was
only five at the time and Louise could-
n't afford to pay the mortgage on their
house, so (very reluctantly) she moved
in with her parents. She started working
full-time in the office where she had
been working part-time. Not only
did she find that she was good at the
bookkeeping she was doing, she was
also given increased responsibilities
by her office manager. She also liked the
work and the sense of accomplishment
it gave her. Her company had a pro-
gram tl1at paid for employees to take
courses that would help tl1em do their
jobs better.
"Atfirst I didn't want to bother, but
one ofmyfriends atwork said she was
going to take one, so I signed up too. For
some reason the courses seemed easy to
me. I got '/\"s," and I actually loved doing
the work. I couldn't believe I was doing
so well, andfrom there it was an easy step
to take some courses at the community
college. I saw an adfor night courses in
mypaper and got myfriend to go too.
It felt so comfortable there. There were
women my age with kids at home,
women who never went to college after
high school. We could talk to the teachers
ifwe had trouble, and they would letyou
make up work ifthings went wrongat
home or at work. I used to go into my
upstairs bathroom to run a hot tub and
study to get awayfrom the kids watching
TV And the school was just around the
cornerfrom my house, and thank God
my mother was there to take care ofthe
kids when I was at work or school. Then
Ijust came here to Bridgewaterpart-time
because the courses would just transfer
right over. I never looked back. It took me
twenty sixyears to get my degree, but I'm
graduating with honors this May."
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FAY
On the surface Fay's story may seem to
be much like Louise's. Like Louise, Fay
got married right after high school to
her long-time boyfriend, had three
children and did not get to finish col-
lege for almost twenty five years. But
their stories are very different in the way
the internal and external forces acted to
create Fay's educational late-blooming.
As with all my interviews I began by
asking Fay to tell me the story of how
she came to be a college student after
some years away from school. The very
first thing she said to me was that "I
always wanted to go to college. I loved
school right from the beginning. I knew
I'd get back to school one day." Her
attitude toward college could not have
been more different from Louise's. Fay
grew up in a family in which higher
education was not only valued, but
assumed to be central to the futures
of all the children. She remembered
clearly how her parents told each of
the children that they were "expected to
do their school work before any other
responsibility, and that whatever it took
to get them to the best college they
could get into, the family would do."
"1 always wanted to go
to college. I loved school
rightfrom the beginning.
I knew I'd get back to school
d "one ay.
It was also clear that Fay's family prac-
ticed what they preached. Both parents
had gone to college (her father had a
graduate degree as well), and there were
almost no members of the extended
family who had not attended and fin-
ished college. The family had chosen
to live in a certain Boston suburb
specifically because it was known
for its good school system, and Fay's
older brothers had both gone on to
prestigious colleges after high school.
She was a very good student in high
school, earning even higher grades than
her older brothers. So her parents were
more than slightly upset when she
announced tllat she was pregnant.
She would not be going to college and
would marry her boyfriend right away.
(I can't quote in a family journal what
Fay reported that her father said when
she broke the news.) "I told my parents
that I was going to have my baby
because they taught me to be a good
Catholic and, besides, I loved Ed and he
was away at college three hours away
and I didn't want him to meet someone
else and fall in love with her. I told them
I'd get to college eventually, but that I
wanted to support Ed and raise my
child an<;l that there was nothing they
could do about it." So, she did.
For eight years she worked at a
range of jobs helping her husband get
through college and law school. They
also had tWo more children. Once Ed
started earning some money they
moved back near Boston and Fay
stopped working and focused on rais-
ing the kids. Fay never stopped taking
college courses. "The courses were all
over the place;' she said. "History, lit,
classics, astronomy. I didn't care where
they were leading. I just like books and
school. And as soon as the youngest was
off to college I told Ed that it was my
turn." She chose to go to Bridgewater
because it was easy to drive to and
seemed to have more older students on
the campus than tlle other local schools
she had visited, and she took her time
deciding on a major because "I was
having so much fun I didn't want to
finish too fast. Ed has to do some cook-
ing and house work now;' she laughed.
To compare the stories told by Louise
and Fay, just line up the internal and
external forces and decide what tlle key
ingredients were in bOtll their leaving
and returning to school. When Fay was
young tlle forces all seemed to work in
the direction of an uninterrupted move
to college after high school. The impor-
tant positive external forces for higher
education included 1) living in a family
that valued and supported education,
2) attending a good high school and 3)
having the resources to afford a college
education. (None of these were the case
in Louise's youth.) Among the positive
internal forces that should have led Fay
to go to college right away included 1)
strong bel ief in the value of education
and 2) a taste and talent for academic
work. (Again, Louise was the opposite.)
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But as Fay grad uated from high school
there were some strong negative forces
tipping the scales against her attending
college. When Fay became pregnant she
had to deal with her deeply held reli-
gious beliefs about the sanctity of life
and her love for her boyfriend. Fay's
pregnancy in her senior year of high
school was the strongest factor in her
decision not to go to college. So the
balance of forces, though they seemed
aligned to send Fay right to college,
were tipped at the last moment, though
not forever.
When Fay was in a position to return
to college, the same forces that seemed
to have her on track for a higher educa-
tion when she was young, came into
play. She had the money, the love of
education, the talent and taste for it
and, now, she had the time and the sup-
port of her husband. Such "empty nest"
returns to school appeared in about
twenty percent of the stories I heard
from female subjects in my study.
A BALANCE OF FORCES
Americans love stories about people
who overcome obstacles to achieve
notable success. In fact, rooted deep in
our culture is an abiding faith that no
life can have gone so wrong that it can-
not be improved. The alcoholic, having
hit rock bottom, can always take the
twelve-step path to sobriety. Our most
enduring fictional heroes make the
journey from humble (or, even better,
desperate) origins to spectacular suc-
cess. For example, just before the turn
of the twentieth century an American
minister named Horatio Alger wrote
over 100 novels in each of which a
young hero rises from poverty to wealth
by a combination of hard work, frugal-
ity, strength of character and a powerful
wave of luck. Our favorite film heroes
are common citizens who have been
wronged, or simply ignored, by the rich
and powerful but who prevail in the
end. Think ofJimmy Stewart's Harry
Bailey in "It's a Wonderful Life," and
every reincarnation of Sylvester
Stallone's character Rocky Balboa. And
in one of the most endearing acts of
faith that failure can be reversed, New
England fans return to Fenway Park
every April.
Our faith in the ability of the ordi-
nary schlub to overcome the odds sim-
ply because he or she has the internal
fortitude and talent to do so is an
endearing American trait. However,
my research with these older students
suggests it is also something ofa
pipedream.ln fact, if we give external
forces their due, we would be in a much
better position to accomplish the goal
of the "life-turnaround," such as in
educational late-blooming. Here is
what I mean. For every bright kid who
goes to college despite the fact that he
or she has grown up in poverty, there
are thousands who succumb to those
forces in the environment that make
higher education unlikely It is wrong to
focus on the exceptional cases ofsuc-
cess against the odds when a close look
at what creates those odds would be so
much more productive.
I like to illustrate the relative impacts
of internal and external forces on
our lives by the following metaphor.
Imagine two middle-aged men who
are rowing a boat across a bay. Fred was
born with superior physical talents. He
has also worked hard to become a good





much less native physical ability and,
instead of exercising, has spent his life
on a sofa trying to set a record for the
consWllption of Cheese Doodles and
Twinkies. When the boat overturns
(Ray's fault, since he was reaching awk-
wardly for a bag of potato chips at the
time) try to figure the likelillood that
either will survive. I contend that if
you think first about Fred's superior
physique and conditioning, you might
well be (excuse me) missing the boat.
I believe the first question you should
ask is about the conditions of the bay.
If the tide is running strong, there is a
heavy wind, the water is only 40 degrees
Fahrenheit and the shore is 4 miles
away, the circumstances in which they
find themselves will, clearly, overwhelm
the difference between them as individ-
uals. Both will certainly drown in these
conditions. Fred would probably sur-
vive longer, but that would not be the
lead to the newspaper story the next
day. On the other hand, if they were
close to shore in three feet ofwarm
water when the boat capsized, the dif-
ferences between them would also be
unimportant. If conditions on the bay
were at just the level in which the differ-
ences between them would allow Fred
to survive but kill Ray we would be
justified in attributing success and fail-
ure to individual characteristics. But
I contend that such conditions are rare.
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I am not suggesting that we stop trying
to be the best people we can be, nor that
we cannot make a difference in our lives
by trying harder and improving our
individual characteristics. Rather, I am
suggesting that we Americans do not
pay adequate attention to the great
forces that surround us.
In the case ofeducational careers,
we can continue to celebrate those who
overcome the odds to return to school
largely by reason of their persistence.
However, there is a great deal more
potential in creating the external
conditions in which educational
late-blooming is likely to occur. For
example, after World War II the United
States instituted a well-funded program
called the "G.!. Bill of Rights," an
important component ofwhich was
financial and institutional support
for returning soldiers to go to college.
When I started teaching at Bridgewater
in the early 1970's my older students
were overwhelmingly male, Viet Nam
veterans who were taking advantage
of the still-active G.!. Bill of Rights.
Another example of an external force
that has enabled educational late-
blooming is that welfare policy that
(until its recent demise in an era of
welfare roll reduction) allowed a parent
on public assistance to attend college as
a condition of her continued assistance.
The program established conditions in
which women would be a great deal
more likely to attend college than
would otherwise be the case. There
were women in my interview sample
who told me they knew other women
who had started school that way and
were forced to drop out when the
program ended. Even simple condi-
tions such as the provision ofday-care
on campus or public transportation
can make the difference in an ability
to return to school. (One woman in
my sample said she started attending
Bridgewater mainly because a bus route
to the school had been created.) The
creation ofan association of older
students and the scheduling of classes
to accommodate the lives ofworking
adults and parents are further examples
ofconditions that would encourage
educational late-blooming.
I am not the grump who hates those
heart-warmi ng rags-to-riches stories
that make us all think that if it can hap-
pen to her, it can happen to me. I, also,
dream of winning the lottery. I just
don't want us to make educational
policy on the basis of rewarding those
who overcome the odds. There are
much more powerful forces we can tap.
William C. Levin is Professor
ofSociology.




rofessor Beverly Lovett of the Social
Work Department has brought her
enduring concern with child welfare
to campus in numerous vital ways, such
as her research, teaching and training
initiatives. Her interest in child welfare
dates back to her undergraduate days
at the University ofMassachusetts at
Amherst, where she majored in Family
Studies, going on to complete her
Master's at Simmons College and her
doctorate at Tulane University, both
in the field of social work. For her
doctoral dissertation she focused on
issues in children's mental health, and
the problem of child abuse, as predica-
ments that urgently require practical
solutions as well as theoretical
approaches to support non-offending
motl1ers in child sexual abuse. She
oversaw a grant for which she worked
with children in an intervention pro-
gram at Children's Hospital, New
Orleans. In complementary work she
collected data regarding the various
family dynamics surrounding child
abuse situations.
Through her research and clinical
work, Professor Lovett came to the real-
ization that analyses of child abuse as a
social problem are often damagingly
skewed against mothers. Both popular
media such as television and movies
and more rarefied venues such as
scholarly journals frequently position
the mother as a passive but knowing
"accomplice" to the father's abusive
behavior. This representation, which
possibly stems from the same quasi-
conscious misogyny that underlies
so many media images of women, is
both negative and fallacious.
Professor Lovett believes that this
reductive assessment must be rejected
in favor of more complex and subtle
evaluations. This reversal of harmful
trends in social work thinking and
practice forms t11e core of her own
work. Rather than blame the mother,
she contends, social workers and
researchers must question all common-
place assumptions about child abuse
and family dynamics. For instance, it is
unfortunately the case that many
mothers are not able to recognize signs
of abuse, and must be taught to do so
and seek appropriate help. Further, the
mother's family history should be
examined more closely as factors that
inevitably impinge upon her interac-
tion with her own family. If a mother
has a family history of abuse, or is
dependent financially and/or emotion-
ally on her husband, or issues from a
cultural environment where patriarchal
values support male preeminence (e.g.,
women and children are devalued),
these factors will all determine how the
mother operates vis-a-vis her family.
Professor Lovett published her findings
in a paper for the International Journal
ofChild Abuse and Neglect.
Here on campus, Professor Lovett
and the Social Work Department
have won a federal grant to oversee a
project ofwhich she is Co-Principal
Investigator, the Child Welfare Training
Grant. She is responsible for coordinat-
ing internships that train BSC students
in protective child services, particularly
in neglected cultural and linguistic
sectors here in southeastern Massa-
chusetts. She recruits and trains
students interested in child welfare to
work in Haitian-Creole, Cape Verdean,
Spanish, African American, and
Portuguese communities since there is
a need for social workers who are com-
petent in child welfare practice and who
are culturally competent as well. The
students perform field work and learn
to assess family situations and histories.
They are trained to assess the family
environment and to provide services to
strengthen the family when possible.
Professor Lovett also familiarizes her
students with the spectrum of services
available to troubled families. She
points out that many jobs are now
opening in the field of child welfare ser-
vices as well as gerontological services.
When asked about funding for her
campus project, she explained that the
grants from the Department of Health
and Human Services, which funds
many other such projects, might well
be eliminated if the tax cuts currently
being proposed to President Clinton by
Republican advocates are passed. Let's
hope that Professor Lovett is able to
continue with the research and training
programs that have blazed such impor-
tant trails here at BSC, in the region,




II rom where does our job satisfactionissue? Is it solely a matter ofprimeprofessional circumstance, or do other
factors shape workplace well-being?
These are some of the intriguing
questions that Professor Jeffrey P.
Nicholas has explored as a researcher
in social and industrial psychology.
Professor Nicholas's interest in psych-
ology has developed since his under-
graduate days at Salem State, where he
received a B.S. in psychology, going on to
complete his M.S. in Purdue University
in Industrial/Organization Psychology
("1.0."), and his Ph.D. at Purdue
University with a thesis on attitudes
toward the workplace. Subsequently,
Professor Nicholas continued to test
the received wisdom tl1at job satisfaction
is a stable entity, entirely determined
by workplace particulars such as
salary, tasks performed, hours and
office habitat.
Professor Nicholas supplied each of
his subjects with a beeper set to go off
randomly at different points in a work
day, at which time subjects were to com-
plete a brief set of questions designed
to measure their mood. By this method
Professor Nicholas was able to deter-
mine tl1at job satisfaction does a
complex dance with a variety of extra-
professional factors such as home
situation, bodily biorhythms (e.g., the
post-lunch slump), relationship issues
(did the employee fight with his partner
that morning? Does he live alone in a
bleak room or a resplendent bachelor
pad?), and ofcourse the worker's own
emotional landscape.
Professor Nicholas, who is interested
in ''LO.'' as well as social psychology,
presented these original findings at the
American Psychological Association,
and published them in the journal
Organizational Behavior and Human
Decision Processes. On the heels of this
accomplishment, he conceived of
another equally significant project-
to question how non-beneficiaries of
affirmative action decisions react to
those decisions. Consider a situation in
which men and women are tested for
professional capability, and a woman
scores lower tl1an a given male subject
but receives the job nonetheless. If the
job is one that relies on qualities gener-
ally perceived in our culture as "femi-
nine," such as verbal prowess or skill
with relationships, the male who had
actually scored higher on the exam in
the area ofverbal proficiency was found
to resent his competitor less. She was
seen as performing "woman's work,"
which does not pose a threat to his
sense of masculine identity as the latter
is defined by our culture. However,
if the woman scores lower in a "mascu-
line" subject area, such as spatial rela-
tions, and then receives the job which
requires these "masculine," logical,
reasoning sorts of talents, he feels great
resentment. Now his sense of self has
been tl1reatened; he has been bested by
a woman in a sacrosanct province of
male competence. It would appear tl1at
even in millennial America, gender
stereotypes that limit both women
and men by pigeonholing each within
circumscribed psycho-intellectual
categories still obtain.
Professor Nicholas conducted these
experiments at MuWenberg College,
where he was an assistant professor
before coming to BSC. Here he has
continued with related investigations,
carving a space in his research for stu-
dents to flex their own investigative
muscles. His new project involves ana-
lyzing where and how sex bias appears
in college readers of female-autl10red
scholarship. Professor Nicholas and his
student Brian Kronen set up a testing
situation in which female college
students were shown articles written
by both men and women. What they
found was that the students automati-
cally gave more credence to male-
authored scholarship if the field is
considered "masculine" such as science
or matl1ematics. An article attributed
to a female author was discounted by
female readers while the same article
witl1 a presumed male author was
carefully read, remembered, and
valued. Professor Nicholas's valuable
research and teaching, in bringing
these abiding biases to light, may help







flurry of activity known as "drop-add" marks the beginning
of each academic semester. For two weeks, students who
want to switch classes or change majors are busy filling out
forms, finding professors and procuring signatures. While
some students come to college without the faintest idea of
what they want to study, many others think they know, and
then, after a semester or two, change their minds. It's not
unusual for students to switch two or three times before find-
ing the major that "fits." Those of us who teach the required
general education courses can see this change coming; some-
thing "clicks" for the student who discovers a talent for, say
reading and writing, admits "I didn't expect to like this
course," and eventually becomes an English major.
The young Mozart probably did not need
to be ordered to practice the piano before he
could go out and play.
For highly gifted people, talent is easy to recognize and
doesn't need much encouragement. The young Mozart prob-
ably did not need to be ordered to practice the piano before
he could go out and play, Picasso probably did not need to be
cajoled to paint, and the teen-aged Michael Jordan probably
did not need to be convinced to consider a career in basket-
ball. But such obvious talents as theirs are very rare; for most
of us it can take a long time to discover whether or not we
have a talent for anything.
Author Frank McCourt, for example, was 60 before he
wrote his first book. After having spent 30 years teach ing in
various New York City high schools, McCourt sat down to
compose Angela's Ashes, his vivid memoir of an impover-
ished childhood in Limerick, Ireland. Angela's Ashes became a
best-seller and won a Pulitzer Prize. The recently completed
sequel, 'Tis, has received glowing reviews and appears to be
just as successful.
Some kinds of talent can be expressed only at a certain
moment in history. Such appears to be the case with Internet
entrepreneur Jim Clark, founder ofSilicon Graphics and
Netscape. According to a recent New York Times article,
Clark's early years did not presage a bright future. He grew
up poor and, having been expelled from high school as a
troublemaker, enlisted in the Navy, where he was assigned
to a menial job at sea. When he returned, he took a Navy
math test and received the highest grade in the class. His boss,
recognizing his talent, encouraged him to go to college, and
eight years later he had earned a Ph.D. in computer science
from Stanford University. His current worth is estimated at
several billion dollars.
Talent is one of tl10se words whose current meaning, "a
special natural ability or aptitude," is far removed from its
original one. In the ancient world, the talent was a measure
ofweight. One could speak of a talent-weight ofgold, silver
or brass as we might speak ofa pound or kilogram. The
Assyrians, Babylonians, Greeks and Romans all used the
talent as a unit of measure, although the exact weight of a
talent varied considerably: the Royal Babylonian talent aver-
aged about 65 pounds, while Greek talents weighed closer
to 50 pounds. The famous statue ofAthena which once
stood in the Parthenon was said to contain 40 talent-weight
of pure gold - about 2,000 pounds.
Over time, "talent" also came to refer to a unit of money-
the value ofa talent weight. Thus the Babylonian silver
talent was equal to 3,000 shekels. From Greek, "talent" was
absorbed into the Latin vocabulary as talenta, the plural of
talentum, referring to a unit ofweight or money. From Latin,
"talent" worked its way into French and thence into English.
MILTON'S SONNET XVII
When I consider how my light is spent,
Ere half my days, in this dark world and wide,
And that one talent which is death to hide
Lodged with me useless, though my
soul more bent
To serve therewith my maker, and present
My true account, lest he, returning, chide,
'Doth God exact day-labour, light denied?'
I fondly ask; but Patience, to prevent
That murmur, soon replies: 'God doth not need
Either man's work or his own gifts; who best
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best; his state
Is kingly-thousands at his bidding speed
And post 0'er land and ocean without rest:
They also serve who only stand and wait.'
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The goddess Athena: an ancient copy ofthe great statue that once stood
in the Parthenon. The original statue was embellished with 40 talents
ofgold - worth about$15 million today.
It's not always easy to pinpoint when and why a word
undergoes a radical change in meaning, but with "talent" this
shift is clearly understood: its present meaning, "natural abil-
ity or aptitude," can be traced to a single higWy influential
text, the New Testament parable of the talents, which appears
in differing versions in the gospels according to St. Luke and
St. Matthew. In the parable, a master who is going on a jour-
ney entrusts different sums ofmoney (talents) to three ser-
vants: to one he gives five talents, to the second, two, and to
the third, one, "to each according to his ability." A talent rep-
resented a significant sum, equal to the wages of a day laborer
for 15 years. The first two servants "traded with" their talents
and thereby doubled their money, but the servant who had
received only one talent buried his master's money in the
earth. When the master returns, he praises the two "good and
faithful" servants who have invested the money entrusted to
them, but condemns the one who buried his single talent as a
"wicked and slothful servant." The master reproaches him,
saying "you ought to have invested my money with the
bankers, and at my coming I should have received what was
my own with interest." Thereupon the "wortWess servant" is
cast into the outer darkness.
To a contemporary reader, the master's reproach might
seem undeserved. Given the fact that the master did not leave
any explicit instructions about what to do with the money,
the third servant's decision to take the fiscally conservative
route might be seen as the prudent course. After all, invest-
ment always involves risk and the first two servants might
easily have lost their money instead ofdoubling it. Yet on
the symbolic level, the meaning of the parable is clear. God,
symbolized by the master, will judge his servants on how
they used those talents which they were given. From early
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Christian times, talents became associated with the gifts
and innate abilities with which God endows His human
creation, with individuals receiving varying amounts.
Talent was something divinely entrusted to a person for
use and improvement.
The English poet John Milton pondered these two distinct
meanings of"talent" when, in 1651, he composed the well-
known sonnet on his blindness, which begins, "When I con-
sider how my light is spent [i.e., has failed]." Milton believed
that God had granted him the gift ofpoetic genius and des-
tined him to write a great poem. Yet at the age of42 he was
completely blind, his great poem as yet unwritten. How could
he accomplish this task, being unable to see? In the first part
of the sonnet, Milton uses the parable of the talents as a way
of questioning the divine purpose. Alluding to the third,
slothful servant, he writes of"that one talent which is death to
hide" but which, because ofhis blindness, is "lodged with me
useless." He fervently wishes to serve God "and [like the ser-
vant in the parable] present/My true account, lest he return-
ing, chide [criticize]." But how can he? "Doth God exact day
labor, light denied?" the poet asks.
In the second part of the poem, Milton answers his own
question, through the voice of a personified "Patience."
Patience reminds the poet that God doesn't really need
Milton's work, since God has no shortage ofservants:
"thousands at his bidding post and speed/O'er land and
ocean without rest" to do His bidding. Firmly, decisively,
Patience concludes: "They also serve who only stand and
wait." This answer clearly represents Milton's way ofcoming
to terms with his terrible affliction. He will "stand and wait"
for divine guidance.
In the centuries between Milton's time and our own, the
way in which talent is understood has changed dramatically.
As the science of genetics developed, it became clear that
talent is largely inherited from one's parents. We are not
surprised when musicians' children show musical ability
or when athletes' children demonstrate atWetic superiority.
Yet the conviction that talent should be used and not wasted
remains strong.
For many students, the most pressing task of their early
college years is to figure out where their talents lie. After hav-
ing followed a prescribed school curriculum for twelve years,
they are suddenly confronted with choices. Despite near-
universal grumbling about general education requirements,
these first and second year courses give our students time to
consider new options, as well as time to distinguish between
their own academic inclinations and their parents' expecta-
tions and ambitions. One of the advantages of the American
system of higher education is its flexibility, the fact that, in a
world where academic choices have become increasingly
nwnerous and complex, it allows for second chances.






CART grants enable faculty and
librarians to pursue research projects.
"The Impact ofWellness-Related
Courses on BSC Women" and "The
Role of Brockton Area Transit in the
Welfare to Work Program" are among
the projects which were recently
awarded CART grants.
THE IMPACT OF WELLNESS-
RELATED COURSES ON
BSCWOMEN
Dr. Pamela]. Russell (right) and Dr.
Kathleen M. Laquale (left), Department
ofMovement Arts, Health Promotion
and Leisure Studies
A recent survey of the physical and
emotional health ofBSC students has
revealed some disturbing facts. The
survey, which was administered as
part of the Cooperative Institutional
Research Program, measures such
health indicators as self-esteem level,
cigarette use and alcohol consumption.
Previous results from the survey
suggested that there were signjficant
differences between our first time, full
time freshmen and their national peers
at other medium-sized, select four year
colleges. In 1996, the emotional health
self-assessment ofBSC men and
women was 12% below the national
average. Physical health self-assess-
ments were 6% to 7% below the
national average, with BSC women
rating themselves 19% below BSC men.
The BSC women also rated their levels
of cigarette smoking and alcohol con-
sumption above national averages.
These ratings clearly inillcate an
unhealthy wellness profile. Cigarette
smoking and alcohol consumption,
in particular, are serious health hazards.
According to a recent survey, the num-
ber of students consuming alcohol
has risen from 39% to 52% over the
past five years. The number of student
drinkers who were drunk three or
more times in the previous month had
increased by 22%. Unfortunately, many
students see drinking as an inherent
and necessary part of their social lives.
As teachers of wellness-related
courses such as health, nutrition and
performance courses (including jog-
ging, cycling, and weight training),
we wanted to find out whether or not
women who enrolled in these courses
developed healthier life-styles than
those who did not. We developed a sur-
vey to assess students' understanding
of issues relating to nutrition, exercise,
alcohol and tobacco. After receiving
approval to use human subjects from
the Institutional Review Board at BSC,
we mailed the surveys to 323 randomly
selected women in four groups:
(1) freshmen and (2) seniors who
had taken wellness-related courses;
(3) freshmen and (4) seniors who had
not taken wellness-related courses.
Sixty-six students returned the survey.
We were surprised and illsappointed to
learn that neither completion ofwell-
ness- related courses nor the college
experience had a significant impact on
understanillng of some health issues
and health-related behaviors. Notably,
there were no significant illfferences
among the groups in knowledge of
alcohol and alcohol-related behaviors.
In fact, all four groups ofBSC women
reported alcohol consumption above
national averages. The incidence of
cigarette smoking was also above the
national average for all the groups.
On a slightly more positive note,
seniors who had taken wellness-related
courses were significantly less likely
than those who had not to report a
strong urge for a cigarette or to report
that smoking made them short of
breath. These differences may be related
to tobacco use by family members,
since 70% ofseniors indicated that
their own tobacco habits were affected
by their families' use of tobacco.
Women who had enrolled in such
courses as nutrition, health science,
aerobics, jogging and conditioning
reported that they had obtained signifi-
cant amounts of nutrition and exercise
information from the courses, while
their peers reljed more on television
and magazines. Given the unreliability
of some of the nutrition and exercise
information provided by the mass
media, the students' dependence on
courses for information was a positive
finding. A far higher percentage of the
students who had taken the courses
knew that sit-ups are not an effective
spot reduction technique compared to
those who had not taken the courses.
It is clear that, given their current
alcohol, tobacco, nutrition and exercise
practices, many BSC women have a
wellness profile that may put their long-
term health status at risk. Neither com-
pletion ofwellness-related courses nor
the college experience appeared to have
had a positive impact on their wellness
profile. We have concluded that efforts
to change health-related behavior must
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be addressed through specific work-
shops that incorporate behavioral
change strategies. For example, under-
graduate students could complete one-
on-one health behavior assessments
with graduate students in the Health
Promotion Program. This one-on-one
contracting strategy could be employed
throughout the semester to promote
behavioral changes in the undergradu-
ate students. These sessions would also
help graduate students to develop their
skills as health professionals.
THE ROLE OF BROCKTON AREA
TRANSIT IN THE WELFARE-TO-
WORK PROGRAM
Uma Shama, Professor ofMathematics
and Computer Science and
Philip Klotzbach, GIS Analystand
Research Assistant
The effort to move most welfare
recipients into jobs and to limit the
period of time during which they can
receive benefits gained momentum
during the 1990's. In August, 1996,
President Clinton signed into law the
Personal Responsibility and Work
Opportunity Reconciliation Act, end-
ing the federal government's 60-year
open entitlement program, which had
provided welfare benefits to all eligible
low-income families. Since then, every
state has restructured welfare assistance
in ways designed to move historically
unprecedented numbers ofadult
recipients from welfare to work by
the year 2002.
Massachusetts began its welfare
reform effort with a "demo" program in
1995, a year before President Clinton
signed the national legislation. Even
before the Massachusetts program
began, the number of families on
welfare had fallen dramatically, from
112,000 in 1981 to 65,000 in 1998. The
program established a time limit of
24 months within a 60-month period,
after which welfare recipients were no
longer eligible to receive benefits.
The great majority of welfare recipi-
ents depend on public transportation
for access to jobs and child care.
Working in partnership with the
Massachusetts Executive Office of
Transportation and Construction,
we designed a study to determine
whether or not adequate public trans-
portation is available to welfare recipi-
ents in the Brockton area. We worked
in the Moakley Center's GeoGraphics
Lab and were assisted by Lawrence
Harman, the Lab's senior research
consultant.
Our prin1ary tool of inquiry in tllis
project was Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) software, which uses
mapping as an integral part ofanalysis.
GIS makes it possible to display spatial
data in layers. For example, in our
study, one layer consisted ofa map of
Brockton bus routes, showing the series
of streets over which the buses travel
and including information about stops
along the route. A second layer, consist-
ing of welfare recipients' information,
defined using latitude and longitude,
was plotted over the bus routes.
Additional layers consisting of child-
care and potential employer informa-
tion were then created.
Our first task was to assemble the
necessary data. The Massachusetts
Department ofTransitional Assistance
provided us with a database of welfare
recipient identification numbers with
latitudes and longitudes based on
zip+4 of each recipient's address. The
Old Colony Planning Council con-
tributed a list of approved child care
centers. We obtained employment data
by querying various internet yellow
page search engines, such as Bigbook
and Excite. Then, in a process called
geocoding, we typed in each address
and the mapping program found the
corresponding point on the GIS data-
base. Brockton Area Transit's fixed bus
routes were added to tlle map and 1/4,
1/2 and 3/4 mile bands were drawn
around the routes. Utilizing these
bands, we could see tl1e locations of
welfare recipients, potential job open-
ings and childcare centers, all at the
same time.
We discovered that over 80% of the
2,538 Brockton area welfare recipients
live within 114 mile of a bus in the BAT
route system. In addition, over 100
potential places ofemployment, such
as restaurants, hotels and service sta-
tions, as well as 150 child care centers
were identified within 1/4 mile of a
BAT route bus. This information
should prove to be ofgreat value to case
workers in their efforts to assist clients
who are making the transition from
welfare to work. By clicking on a given
client's home address, the case worker
can locate the bus routes nearest to the
client's home as well as identifying local
childcare and work opportunities.
Anotl1er click brings up detailed transit
information for the particular bus
route selected: hours of service,
frequency of service at different times
of day, fares and accessibility for
persons with disabilities.
Our Access to Jobs database has
proved to be a useful planning tool for
welfare-to-work coordinators, enabling
them to focus on those clients whose
needs are not currently being met. The
database makes it graphically clear
exactly where additional transit and
childcare services are needed.
Ifyou are interested in learning more
about this and our other projects, click





BY CHARLES F. ANGELL
arry Glassner's The Culture ofFear appeared in bookstores at
an opportune moment. The study is sub-titled "why
Americans are afraid of the wrong things: crime, drugs,
minorities, teen moms, killer kids, mutant microbes, plane
crashes, road rage, & so much more." Glassner examines each
of these topics and more to document that all too often as a
nation, we respond to a problem with "panic driven public
spending" which "we fritter away on our compulsions" leav-
ing fewer resources "available for our real needs." In no small
measure Glassner documents Shakespeare's words that "our
fears do make us traitors."
I say opportune because The Culture ofFear was published
just before last May's Columbine High School shootings, but
tllat unfortunate event, linked as it was with school shootings
in other states, has shaped the nation's political response to
making schools safe places to learn. Students returning to
some schools this fall found themselves having to sign in and
out; in others underwent searches of their clothes and pos-
sessions (even ordered in some schools to bring only trans-
parent plastic book bags and backpacks); in still others found
themselves under camera surveillance or required to pass
through metal detectors; and in yet otllers had to endure
police details patrolling school corridors. Early in September
PBS's Morning Edition broadcast the reaction of students in
Atlanta, Maine, and Berkeley to these intrusions into their
school day. The young woman from Atlanta complained that
as a consequence of the required search procedures, entering
tile school building "took hours." The Berkeley student
described how, in the weeks prior to school's opening, her
school had been "crawling with police" training to respond to
a potential Columbine and going so far as to simulate remov-
ing bodies from the building. The Maine student reported
that Maine State Police had had to admit that Maine schools
were "pretty safe"; his school, nevertheless, had prohibited
hats and long coats, a ban which may prevent students from
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bringing concealed weapons to school but which at some
point during the Maine autumn will greatly increase tile risk
of hypothermia. Each of the students quoted showed greater
perception and clear-headedness than did those police offi-
cials and school administrators who formulated the safety
policies. The students from Maine and Atlanta observed,
albeit in different contexts, that most students confronted far
greater risks in the school parking lots where school officials
exercised virtually no supervision. The Berkeley student
pointed to how the policies placed increased stress on stu-
dents, most ofwhom would rather see the resources allocated
to additional counselors and teachers than to increased
police and surveillance presence.
Regardless, news feature after news feature throughout the
summer and into the new school year has detailed the repres-
sive measures school officials have imposed in many districts
to guarantee school safety. The efforts have resulted in mak-
ing schools very much like prisons, tile difference being that
unlike prisoners whose rights are removed in the interest of
public safety, students' rights are removed in the interest of
tlleir own safety. Add to these policies those that are designed
to make schools improved places to learn-dress codes, cur-
fews, and similar regimentations-and the consequences to
students' attitudes toward learning aren't all that difficult to
figure out. Prisoners, most of tllem, don't learn much in
prison that benefits society. To foster a pervasive feeling
among young people that without constant surveillance they
risk becoming victims or victimizers hardly seems the way to
develop the social, political, or intellectual values American
society requires. Rather, young people who suffer such
governmental disregard of their rights as is now occurring
may become filled with the resentment and anger toward the
government that provokes the very disturbances the policies
have been designed to prevent.
Young people who suffer such governmental
disregard oftheir rights as is now occurring
may becomefilled with the resentment and
anger toward the government thatprovokes
the very disturbances the policies have been
designed to prevent.
Our national legislature responded to the Columbine
shootings by ignoring the real issue-gun control-and
promoting a wholly useless-and wholly cynical-solution:
place the Ten Commandments in every public school. They
followed this spineless act by recessing to allow installation
ofbulletproofchair backs to ensure safety in their legislative
chambers. Preventing public school students from worship-
ing false idols is no doubt a worthy aim, perhaps too worthy
to reside in the hands of most politicians.
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Regrettably, I rant rather than review. Glassner documents
that schools are still the safest places to send children and that
most accidents at school take the form ofsports injuries. But,
he says, "municipalities do not raise taxes ... to buy state-of-
the-art safety equipment for student athletes. They raise
them to buy more surveillance cameras and metal detectors,
and to station more police officers in schools." Glassner con-
cludes his chapter on "Youth at Risk" with the comment that
"throughout the 1980's and 1990's Americans welcomed
every permissible excuse to avoid
facing up to our collective lack of
responsibility toward our
nation's children:'
Glassner tries to provide rea-
sons for why we avoid our social
and political responsibilities;
we prefer all too frequently,
he writes, to heed the cries of
alarmists about crime waves,
crack babies, and killer viruses
rather than to take account of
more reasoned and moderate
voices who, with the support of
scientific and factual studies,
demonstrate that crime has
diminished, crack babies show
no long term effects from their
mothers' addiction, and killer
viruses only rarely afflict the gen-
eral population. He suggests as an underlying reason for our
hysteria that "pre-millennial tensions ... provoke mass anxi-
ety and ill reasoning .... So momentous does the calendric
change seem:' Glassner writes, "the populace cannot keep its
wits about it." When I first read The Culture ofFear early in
June, I considered this rationale pretty tl1in, even knowing as
I did of the religious hysteria that swept across parts of
Europe as the year 1000 approached. Many believed the mil-
lennium would bring eiilier a catastrophic apocalypse or the
second coming of Christ. But then, as the summer newscasts
reported story after story about the "Y2K crisis:' I began to
reconsider. The fear that, as the ball dropped in Tin1es
Square, power plants might shut down, air traffic control
Our national legislature responded to the
Columbine shootings by ignoring the real
issue-gun control.
might cease functioning, and America's nuclear missile arse-
nal might suddenly blast off and detonate pervaded news-
casts even when those same newscasts interviewed experts
who pooh-poohed the likelihood that any such events would
or could occur. The god is in the machine, or so seemed the
attitude, and it waits to spring Armageddon on us.
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Glassner's second explanation for what underlies ilie cul-
ture of fear strikes closer to lived experience, namely that TV
news broadcasts and their "if it bleeds, it leads" ethos pro-
duces disproportionate coverage of crime, drugs, diseases,
and the other social pathologies. This failure ofproportion
extends even to the weather reports where reporters are sta-
tioned on expressway overpasses or storm-washed beaches to
inform us up close and personal how devastatingly Nature is
about to disrupt our lives. Hurricane Floyd offers a textbook
case. There, Friday morning after the storm, was a channel 4
reporter on Scituate beach telling her videocam operator to
show the viewers "how angry the ocean was" and treating the
audience to pictures of two foot seas scarcely threatening to
any local resident who might have seen the real power of ilie
North Atlantic. This ongoing diet of the horrific and cata-
strophic, as Glassner observes, "routinely let[s] emotional
accounts trump objective information." More often than I
think we'd like to admit, this emotionalism leads to dire con-
sequences. The scare a few years ago over silicon breast
implants cost Dow Corning millions in legal penalties and
brought renewed pain to large numbers of women, many of
them recovering from breast cancer. It was, as Glassner says,
"one of the greatest triumphs of anecdotes over science"
which led the FDA to ban implants on the basis of emotional
talk show accounts and congressional hearings rather than
on the foundation of scientific evidence provided by the
AMA which opposed the ban. Subsequent reports in tl1e
monilis that followed showed how ungrounded the fears had
been. Today, as I write, the West Nile Disease stands ready to
serve as the epidemic of the month. Newsweek has perceived
its fear monger potential; the networks, absorbed at the
moment with the exhumation of Dr. Sam Shepherd's
remains, won't lag far behind.
The Culture ofFear provides a helpful antidote to such hys-
teria. I suspect the study won't receive ilie large audience it
deserves. Though his examples are distressingly numerous,
Glassner's message is simple: somehow Americans have
come to prefer hysteria to facing our true obligations. In this
regard, Coleridge's words ring as true today as they did in
1830: "In politics:' he wrote, "what begins in fear usually ends
in folly:'






Tllustration by Brian Peters
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